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"Former Hawaii Gov. Linda Lingle, a Republican, has been quoted as saying, 'I
had my health director, who is a physician by background, go personally view
the birth certificate in the birth records at the Department of Health.  We issued
a news release at the time saying the president was, in fact, born at Kapi'olani
Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii.  And that is just a fact.'"

"Barack Obama was born on August 4, 1961 at the Queen's Medical Center in
Honolulu, Hawaii.  Obama lived here with his parents Barack Obama, Sr. and
Ann Dunham until they divorced when he was two."

−−− Top quote is from a April 15, 2011 story on CNN (Jew) stating Barry Soetoro
(a.k.a. Barack Hussein Obama) was born at the Kapi'olani Hospital in Honolulu,
Hawaii.  Bottom quote is from the November 2004 issue of the Rainbow Edition
newsletter put out by the Education Laboratory School at the University of Hawaii.

(politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2011/04/15/debunking−the−birther−claim)
(www.hawaii.edu/labschool/re040523.pdf)
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Nortel DMS−100 E911200 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates log report E911200.  The subsystem generates E911200 when a
receiver is not available for called digit or Automatic Number Identification (ANI)
collection.  Collection occurs on incoming E911 Dial Pulse (DP) or Multi−Frequency (MF) type
trunks.  The system routes the call through the default routing.  The system uses the Emergency
Service Number (ESN) entered in the E911 trunk group data to route the call.

Format

The log report format for E911200 is as follows:

E911200 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO RECEIVER UNAVAILABLE: CALL DEFAULT ROUTED

Example

An example of log report E911200 follows:

E911200 MAR29 13:05:24 0101 INFO RECEIVER UNAVAILABLE: CALL DEFAULT ROUTED

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO RECEIVERE      Constant                   Indicates that a receiver is not available for
UNAVAILABLE                                    an ANI collection on incoming E911 DP or MF type
                                               trunks.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CALL DEFAULT        Constant                   Identifies default route, uses the ESN of the
ROUTED                                         E911 trunk.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

If a receiver receives E911200, contact the next level of maintenance.  The next level of
maintenance must investigate the condition of the receivers.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911201 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates log report E911201.  The subsystem generates E911201 when
calls on E911 type trunks do not receive the called digits of 911, 11, or 1.  If the trunk is of the
direct−seize type, E911 does not expect digits.  If the digits do not fit the expected pattern, the
system routes the call and generates E911201.  This log report alerts the operating company
personnel to possible translation problems or trunk faults in the end−office.

Format

The log report format for E911201 is as follows:

E911201 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO ABNORMAL CALLED DIGITS 
  CKT <trkclli> <memnum>
  CALLED DIGITS = <cld_dgts>

Example

An example of log report E911201 follows:

E911201 FEB03 13:05:24 0101 INFO ABNORMAL CALLED DIGITS 
  CKT CARYNCE911 6 
  CALLED DIGITS = D91

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO ABNORMAL       Constant                   Identifies the possible translation problem
CALLED DIGITS                                  or trunk fault in the end−office.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CKT                 Character String           Identifies the E911 trunk CLLI and unit 
                                               number.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CALLED DIGITS       Alphanumeric               Identifies the invalid called digits received.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

Contact the end−office to initiate analysis of translation entries or perform maintenance on the trunk.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911202 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates log report E911202.

Log E911202 alerts operating company personnel of the following conditions:

Invalid or missing Automatic Number Identifier (ANI) on a wireline E911 call.• 
Invalid or missing Pseudo Automatic Number Identifier (PANI) on a wireless E911 call.• 
PANI not expected on a wireless multi−frequency call.  For example, ANI not terminated with a ST (Start) mark.• 
Trunk faults in the end−office.• 

The system can route the call by default when the subsystem generates this log.

For wireline E911 calls, this log displays the ANI DIGITS field as ANI DIGITS =.  For wireless
E911 calls, this log displays the ANI DIGITS field as PANI DIGITS =.

Format

The log report format for E911202 is as follows:

E911202 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO ANI TROUBLE ON E911 TRUNK 
  CKT <trunk name> <trunk member number>
  <28 character text message> <digit description> = <digits>

Example

An example of log report E911202 follows:

E911202 MAR30 16:09:59 1300 INFO ANI TROUBLE ON E911 TRUNK 
  CKT E911ICMF 3 
  CALL DEFAULT ROUTED    PANI DIGITS = $

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO ANI TROUBLE    Constant                   Identifies the possible ANI entry problem or
CALL DEFAULT ROUTED                            trunk fault.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CKT                 Character String           Identifies the E911 trunk Common Language
                                               Location Identifier (CLLI) and unit number.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ANI or PANI         Variable                   The ANI indicates a wireline call or a 
                    (up to 4 characters)       wireless call that did not expect PANI. 
                                               Digits will be the ANI digits.  The PANI 
                                               indicates a wireless call.  Digits will be the
                                               PANI digits.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ANI DIGITS          Up to 15 Digits            Indicates ANI digits or unexpected calling
                                               digits that the trunks receive.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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TEXT MESSAGE        Variable                   Indicates one of the following values with
                    (up to 28 characters)      their associated descriptions:

                    CALL DEFAULT ROUTED        Indicates the call was routed, based on the
                                               default Emergency Service Number (ESN) assigned
                                               to the trunk in table TRKGRP.

                    CALL ROUTED ON CALLED      Indicates the call experienced ANI or PANI 
                    DIGITS                     failure.  The call will still route, based on 
                                               the called digits.  This message occurs only 
                                               when the called digits are not 911, 11, or 1.

                    PANI NOT EXPECTED:         Indicates a wireless E911 call incoming on an
                    DFLT RTE                   E911 MF trunk.  Field EXTSIG = "Y". 
                                               The ANI of the callback number ends with a start
                                               mark other than ST.  No PANI will be sent.  
                                               The DMS system default routes the call, using the
                                               ESN from table TRKGRP.

                    NO CALLING PARTY NUMBER    Indicates a wireline E911 call incoming on an 
                    PARM                       Integrated Services Digital Network User Part 
                                               (ISUP) trunk.  The E911 option is assigned.
                                               Subfield E911SIG = E911_STD has no calling party
                                               number parameter.  The system will attempt to use
                                               the charge number parameter.  If the charge number
                                               is missing or invalid, the subsystem will generate
                                               another 202 log indicating "CALL DEFAULT ROUTED."

                    NO DIGITS IN CALLING       Indicates a wireline E911 call incoming on an ISUP
                    NUMBER                     trunk.  The E911 option is assigned.  
                                               Subfield E911SIG = E911_STD has no digits in the 
                                               calling party number parameter.  The system will
                                               attempt to use the charge number parameter. If the
                                               charge number is missing or invalid, the subsystem 
                                               will generate another 202 log indicating "CALL
                                               DEFAULT ROUTED."

                    INVALID DIGS IN CALLING    Indicates a wireline E911 call incoming on an ISUP
                    NUMBER                     trunk.  The E911 option is assigned. 
                                               Subfield E911SIG = E911_STD has invalid digits in 
                                               the calling party number parameter.  The "ANI
                                               DIGITS" field will display the digits.  The system
                                               will attempt to use the charge number parameter.
                                               If the charge number is missing or invalid, the 
                                               subsystem will generate another 202 log indicating
                                               "CALL DEFAULT ROUTED."

                    NO CHARGE NUMBER PARM      Indicates a wireline E911 call incoming on an ISUP
                                               trunk.  The E911 option is assigned.
                                               Subfield E911SIG = E911_CHG has no charge number 
                                               parameter.  The system will attempt to use the 
                                               calling party number parameter.  If the calling 
                                               party number is missing or invalid, the subsystem
                                               will generate another 202 log indicating "CALL
                                               DEFAULT ROUTED."

                    NO DIGITS IN CHARGE        Indicates a wireline E911 call incoming on an 
                    NUMBER                     ISUP trunk.  The E911 option is assigned. 
                                               Subfield E911SIG = E911_CHG has no digits in the
                                               charge number parameter.  The system will attempt
                                               to use the calling party number parameter. If the
                                               calling party number is missing or invalid, the 
                                               subsystem will generate another 202 log indicating
                                               "CALL DEFAULT ROUTED."
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                    INVALID DIGS IN CHARGE     Indicates a wireline E911 call incoming on an ISUP
                    NUMBER                     trunk.  The E911 option is assigned. 
                                               Subfield E911SIG = E911_CHG has invalid digits in
                                               the charge number parameter.  The ANI DIGITS field 
                                               will display the digits.  The system will attempt 
                                               to use the calling party number parameter.  If the
                                               calling party number is missing or invalid, the 
                                               subsystem will generate another 202 log indicating 
                                               "CALL DEFAULT ROUTED."
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

Perform the following actions:

Verify the following: The correct setting of E911SIG (for ISUP), trunk datafill (for MF), trunk hardware, far end.• 

If the previous items are correct, contact the end−office to determine why the end−office is sending or failing to
send the following: No calling party number parameter, calling party number parameter containing no digits,
calling party number parameter containing invalid digits, no charge number parameter, charge number parameter
containing no digits, charge number parameter containing invalid digits.

• 

Contact the end−office to perform maintenance on the trunk.• 
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Nortel DMS−100 E911203 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates log report E911203.  The subsystem generates E911203 when:

A caller makes an E911 call.• 

The system attempts to find an Emergency Service Number (ESN) for the calling party Directory Number (DN) in
table E911SRDB.

• 

The system cannot find a tuple.• 

Format

The log report format for E911203 is as follows:

E911203 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd FLT CALLING PARTY HAS NO ESN 
  NPA = nnn DN = nnnnnnn

Example

An example of log report E911203 follows:

E911203 FEB03 13:05:24 0101 FLT CALLING PARTY HAS NO ESN 
  NPA = 919 DN = 6211234

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FLT CALLING PARTY   Constant                   Indicates table E911SRDB does not have any 
HAS NO ESN                                     ESN for calling party.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NPA                 Integers                   Identifies the Numbering Plan Area (NPA) code
                                               that provides the service.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DN                  Integers                   Identifies the station number used in the NPA
                                               code that provides the service.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

Add a tuple to table E911SRDB.  Assign an ESN for the calling party DN.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911204 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates log report E911204.  The subsystem generates E911204 when a
call disconnect timer expires.  A call disconnect timer has the office parameter
E911_PSAP_DISCONNECT_TIME.  The system waits for the line appearance on a digital trunk
(LTD) Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) to go on−hook.  The system activates the timer while it
waits.  The system also activates the timer if the LDT PSAP goes off−hook to originate a call.

Format

The log report format for E911204 is as follows:

E911204 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO 
  PERMANENT OFF HOOK CONDITION AT PSAP 
  LINE EQUIPMENT NUMBER: xxxx x x xx xx 
  DN: nnnnnn
  PSAP NAME: <psapnm>

Example

An example of log report E911204 follows:

E9112004 FEB03 13:0524 0101 INFO 
  PERMANENT OFF HOOK CONDITION AT PSAP 
  LINE EQUIPMENT NUMBER: HOST 0 0 19 06 
  DN: 6211234 
  PSAP NAME: RALPOLICE

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO PERMANENT      Constant                   Identifies that the PSAP remains off−hook for
OFF−HOOK CONDITION                             the duration period.
AT PSAP
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LINE EQUIPMENT      Integers                   Identifies the line equipment number of the
NUMBER                                         PSAP.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DN                  Integers                   Identifies the PSAP directory number.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PSAP NAME           Character String           Identifies the agency to which the system 
                                               routes the call.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

If the system generates E911204 logs often, operating company personnel must check PSAP for
faults or errors.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911205 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates E911205 when the user enters data in table TRKGRP.  The E911
generates E911205 if the Emergency Service Number (ESN) for an E911 type trunk is not entered
in table E911ESN.

Format

The log report format for E911205 is as follows:

E911205 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO 
  ESN USED FOR E911 TRKGRP NOT DATAFILLED IN E911ESN 
  ESN = nnn

Example

An example of log report E911205 follows:

E911205 FEB03 13:05:24 0101 INFO 
  ESN USED FOR E911 TRKGRP NOT DATAFILLED IN E911ESN 
  ESN = 123

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO ESN USED FOR   Constant                   Indicates the ESN the E911 TRKGRP uses is 
TRKGRP NOT                                     not entered in E911ESN.
DATAFILLED IN 
E911ESN
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ESN                 Numeric                    Identifies the ESN assigned to the emergency
                    (0 to 15,999)              service area.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

Enter the indicated ESN in table E911ESN.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911206 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates E911206.  The subsystem generates E911206 if the system routes
an incoming call on an E911 type trunk by default.  Table E911ESN must contain the default
Emergency Service Number (ESN) of the trunk group.  The system sends the call to vacant code.

Format

The log report format for E911206 is as follows:

E911206 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd FLT 
  CALL ROUTED TO TREATMENT, ESN NOT FOUND IN E911ESN 
  CKT <trkclli> <memnum>
  ESN = nnn

Example

An example of log report E911206 follows:

E911206 FEB03 13:05:24 0101 FLT 
  CALL ROUTED TO TREATMENT, ESN NOT FOUND IN E911ESN 
  CKT CARYNCE911 6 
  ESN = 123

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FLT CALL ROUTED TO  Constant                   Indicates the call goes to treatment, because
TREATMENT, ESN                                 ESN is not entered in table E911ESN.
NOT FOUND IN 
E911ESN
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CKT                 Character String           Identifies the E911 trunk CLLI and unit number.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ESN                 Numeric                    Identifies the ESN assigned to the emergency
                    (0 to 15,999)              service area.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

Enter the indicated ESN in table E911ESN.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911207 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates log E911207 when the E911 tandem cannot allocate the number of
extension blocks requested.  The system requests extension blocks through the office parameter
E911_NUMBER_OF_EXT_BLOCKS.  This log only generates on a cold restart/reload.

Format

The log report format for E911207 is as follows:

E911207 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd TBL 
  FAILURE TO ALLOCATE E911 EXTENSION BLOCKS 
  NUMBER REQUESTED = <num_req>
  NUMBER ALLOCATED = <num_alloc>

Example

An example of log report E911207 follows:

E911207 JAN15 13:05:24 0101 TBL 
  FAILURE TO ALLOCATE E911 EXTENSION BLOCKS 
  NUMBER REQUESTED = 1024 
  NUMBER ALLOCATED = 200

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TBL FAILURE TO      Constant                   Identifies the DMS fails to allocate E911 
ALLOCATE E911                                  extension blocks after a cold reload/restart.
EXTENSION BLOCKS
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NUMBER REQUESTED    16 to 10,000               Identifies the numbers of E911 extension blocks
                                               requested.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NUMBER ALLOCATED    Integers                   Identifies the number of E911 extension blocks
                                               allocated.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

Reduce the parameter E911_NUMBER_OF_EXT_BLOCKS if memory is not available for these
extension blocks.

The E911 tandem attempts to allocate the default number of extension blocks if the tandem cannot
allocate the amount E911 requests.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911208 Log Report
Explanation

The E911 subsystem generates E911208 when call processing cannot obtain an E911 extension
block during an E911 call.  The pool of extension blocks allocated during a cold or warm restart are
exhausted.  Check if the terminating Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) is a line appearance on
a Digital Trunk Public Safety Answering Point (LDTPSAP).  The tandem forwards the Automatic
Number Identification (ANI) in the ANI fail format.  No Automatic Location Identification (ALI)
information will be available.

Format

The log report format for E911208 is as follows:

E911208 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd TBL 
  NO E911 EXT BLOCK AVAILABLE FOR E911 CALL 
  CHECK OFFICE PARAMETER: E911_NUMBER_OF_EXT_BLOCKS

Example

An example of log report E911208 follows:

E911208 JAN15 13:05:24 0101 TBL 
  NO E911 EXT BLOCK AVAILABLE FOR E911 CALL 
  CHECK OFFICE PARAMETER: E911_NUMBER_OF_EXT_BLOCKS

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NO E911 EXT BLOCK   Constant                   Indicates that there is no E911 extension block
AVAILABLE FOR                                  available for an E911 call.
E911 CALL
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CHECK OFFICE        Constant                   Indicates that the number of extension blocks
PARAMETER:                                     allocated in office parameter E911_NUMBER_OF_EXT
                                               _BLOCKS cannot handle the traffic load.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

The tandem must check the value of the office parameter
E911_NUMBER_OF_EXT_BLOCKS.  You must increase this value to accommodate the traffic load
of the tandem.
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Nortel DMS−100 E911209 Log Report
Explanation

The Enhanced 911 (E911) subsystem generates E911209.  The E911 generates E911209 when
the system rejects an Automatic Location Identification (ALI) record transmission from the tandem to
the ALI.

Format

The log report format for E911209 is as follows:

E911209 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd FAILURE TO SEND ALI 
   RECORD PSAPNUM <aa> POSNUM <aa> MPC <aa> MPCLINK <aa>

Example

An example of log report E911209 follows:

E911209 FEB03 13:05:24 0101 FAILURE TO SEND ALI 
  RECORD PSAPNUM 3 POSNUM 12 MPC 1 MPCLINK 3

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field               Value                      Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FAILURE TO SEND     Constant                   Indicates a rejected ALI record transmission
ALI RECORD                                     from the tandem to the ALI system.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PSAPNUM             0 to 999                   Indicates PSAP number and corresponds to the
                    or Not Applicable "NA"     entries in the ALI system computer.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
POSNUM              0 to 99                    Indicates a different number within the PSAP
                    or Not Applicable "NA"     that identifies the position that receives the 
                                               ALI.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MPC                 Integers                   Identifies the number in table MPC that applies
                    or Not Applicable "NA"     to the Multi−Protocol Controller (MPC) card in 
                                               use.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MPCLINK             Integers                   Indicates one entry in table MPCLINK for each
                    or Not Applicable "NA"     data link connected to the ALI system.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action

When there are a number of these logs, check the accuracy of the data link between the MPC card
and the ALI controller.  Also, check the entries in the DMS and ALI systems.
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GBPPR Remote Respiration/Heart Beat Monitor Experiments

A few weeks ago in a city not too far away...

UNION WARS

It is a period of civil war.  Tea Party patriots, voting from their heart, have won their
first victory against the evil Obama Zionist Empire.

During the election, Tea Party spies managed to uncover plans for the Empire's
ultimate weapon, the JEW JUDGE, an unelected position with enough power to
destroy an entire White nation.

Pursued by the Empire's sinister jackbooted thugs, local Tea Party patriots raced
home aboard their non−government bailed out vehicles, custodian of the information
that can save Wisconsin and restore freedom to the country...

Introduction

With the recent onslaught of staged union protests and general manufactured outrage taking place
all over Wisconsin, if we've learned anything, it is just how dishonest and downright corrupt our
politicians and mainstream media have become.

I personally witnessed a media report on how some "poor" government−union snowplow drivers in
Wisconsin are may loose their "right" to negociate outrageous contracts and pension plans on the
taxpayer's back (the horror!), or be forced to pay for some of their own medical insurance − like the
rest of us.  What that media report failed to mention is some of those "poor" snowplow drivers make
$60−an−hour overtime − and they are not exactly the more efficient workers.

Then there are the public school teachers, which I am all too familiar with.  The Green Bay public
school system always seems to complain about not having enough funds (with politicians calling for
the ever−increasing taxing of hard−working Gentiles), but the school system just managed to install
a fancy new $100,000 MotoTRBO radio system!  I could have built them a decent radio system for a
fraction that price...  The schools here are also spending hundreds of thousands of dollars (probably
millions when everything is finished) on new security cameras and other monitoring devices.  That's
odd, as I spent twelve years in various Green Bay public schools and never felt the need to be
under constant video surveillance.  Maybe it's really because the local union "leadership" is in bed
with the companies doing the installation work and contract bidding (hint, hint).  Those "poor" and
"overworked" teachers in Green Bay also have no problems with using a teacher convention or
parent/teacher conference day−off to go shopping or on vacation, or playing Angry Birds on their
taxpayer−funded cellphone all day.  They also seem to have no problems with using school
computers and resources to distribute pro−John Kerry (2004), pro−Barack Obama (2008), or just
general liberal propaganda, into other teacher's mailboxes.  One nutty Green Bay teacher was even
using school resources to spread an anti−Iraq war petition − during school hours!  An even nuttier
teacher told his students the recent BP oil spill was caused by Sarah Palin!  (Note that Obongo's
Chief−of−Staff Rahm Emanuel [Jew] lived in an apartment paid for by BP's Stanley Greenberg [Jew]
for five years).  Still don't think public schools are nothing more than taxpayer−funded Marxist
indoctrination facilities?  Wake up!
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There is also a teacher at a certain Green Bay high school who routinely sleeps during school
hours, but the corrupt union won't do anything as they provide "diversity" (hint, hint).  I can name
dozens of other examples, mostly with public schools wasting technology resources by throwing
away things which are trivial to fix, or from being Jew'd into purchasing proprietary computer
hardware, unnecessary upgrades, and high−priced software.  Oh, and don't get me started on not
cutting high school football, or other sports funding, when budget time comes around...

If you think that's bad, just wait until you learn the corrupt union members in the Green Bay Police
department routinely cover up illegal activities both internally and those conducted by the Green
Bay Packers organization.  These include include illegal drug and steroid use, money laundering,
sexual molestation, and even insider real estate dealings with the land and buildings surrounding
Lambeau Field.  Some corrupt Green Bay cops even do this while being paid overtime doing
security at a game!  Union power!

If there is one thing that defines just how evil the Obama regime is − it's corrupt public sector unions
and their thug leadership.  Funny, you didn't hear much about any of this in the media, did you?  I'll
bet you heard all about the Koch brothers...  Those guys who own several paper manufacturing
plants in Wisconsin which hire thousands of local employees, who can then feed their families, pay
their mortgages, send their kids off to college, and of course − pay taxes.  You know, that magical
system a teacher's salary comes from.  By the way, people like Michael Moore have no employees
in Wisconsin, and when Hollywood filmed those shitty Saturday Night Live spin−off movies in
Wisconsin, the studio's requested tax breaks and used non−union labor...

It's almost like the Jewish media outlets are covering for the corrupt Jewish labor unions and
attacking anyone who dares expose their plans...

So how can a honest man fight back?  You can start by putting these assholes under some form of
electronic surveillance.  Try to plant technical surveillance devices at known union and Democrat
meeting locations, or even in the homes of any corrupt union leaders or government employees.

All this brings us to our next project...  A device which can remotely detect a subject's respiration or
heart beat by using a narrow beam of microwave energy.  This is very useful in technical
surveillance operations to help notify you if a person is still inside a building you wish to physically
penetrate.

The remote detection a target's heart beat has the potential for a much more sinister plot.  By
pulsing a high−energy RF signal at just the right time, it may be possible to induce some type of
heart arrhythmia or cause some other biological malfunction, in your target.  Just make sure to aim
your new toy at only Democrats...

Overview

This experimental project is for a device which can be used to extract the respiration or heart rate
signal from an individual by using only a beam of microwave energy in the X−band (10 GHz)
region.  The main circuit consists of a commercial Doppler microwave unit followed by a low−noise
40 dB preamplifier and sharp 5 Hz low−pass filter.  All the signals we wish to detect will be in the
sub−10 Hz region.

The contraction and expansion of the heart and lungs will impose motion on the target's chest
wall.  We can detect these changes as a slight Doppler shift in the reflected microwave beam.  The
final received signal can then be further processed to determine the frequency of these
cardiopulmonary events.
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The respiration (breathing) rate will be the easiest signal to detect, as the chest cavity movement is
on the order of several millimeters, compared to only the faint surface vibrations of the heart
beat.  Medical literature lists the period of a human's respiratory rate as being between 3 and 30
breaths per minute (16−24 average), with the heart rate varying from 40 to 200 beats per minute
(43−94 average).  This corresponds to a possible frequency range of 0.05 − 0.5 Hz for respiration
rates, and 0.6 − 3.3 Hz for the heart rate.

This particular experimental setup will be using a Microwave Solutions MDU1100 X−band Doppler
integrated motion detector unit.  These little modules require only three connections, a clean source
of +5 VDC, the Intermediate Frequency (IF) output with an impedance of around 400 ohms, and
ground.  The MDU1100 module has built−in antennas for both transmit and receive.  They operate
at around 10.5 GHz and have a RF output power (EIRP) of approximately +13 dBm (20 mW).  A
higher powered Gunnplexer module from an old X−band police radar can also be used and will
increase the overall detection range.

At 10.5 GHz, the air−skin barrier is fairly reflective to the RF energy.  The wavelength of the
transmitted signal will dictate the system's overall spatial resolution.  At 10.5 GHz, the wavelength is
2.8 cm and the penetration depth in human tissue is only around 0.3 mm, though this seems to vary
based on the medical literature I've found.  Operating at higher frequencies will provide you with the
ability to more easily "zero in" on an individual target, but the RF signal will be severaly attenuated
by any barriers between the radiating antenna and the target.  A lower operating frequency will
better penetrate most barriers, but you'll loose the resolution and the antenna system will be
significantly larger.  All this will need to be taken into consideration if you intend to use a device like
this to locate victims trapped under debris or as a Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) monitor
for newborn babies.

Because the final output signal will contain very low frequencies, which will not be directly
"listenable" to a human being, we'll need to digitally record the signal or at least transvert it to
something easier to manage.  DATAQ Instruments has sevearl data acquistion boards available at
fairly low−cost.  For this project, a DATAQ Instruments DI−194 board will be used.  The DI−194
(which is now obsolete) provides 10−bit measurement accuracy in four analog channels, has a +/−
10V analog measurement range, and up to 240 samples/second throughput.  It uses a simple
RS−232 serial interface which also provides power to the unit.  You can use the free WinDAQ
software to view and record any signals.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of the low−noise preamplifier and 5 Hz low−pass filter circuit.

The amplifier is based around a Linear Technology LTC1051 "auto zero" precision dual
op−amp.  It's configured in a standard non−inverting circuit with 40 dB of gain, rolling off at around 7
Hz.  A 10 kohm / 100 µF RC network forms a high−pass filter at around 0.16 Hz on the op−amp's
input.

A Linear Technology LTC1062 5th−order, Butterworth low−pass filter follows the LTC1051.  The
LTC1062 can be configured to low−pass filter anything up to 20 kHz.  A 6,800 pF capacitor on the
LTC1062's pin−5 sets the filter's 3 dB response at around 5 Hz.

The second LTC1051 op−amp is configured as a two−pole 30 Hz low−pass filter.  This is to remove
any high−frequency clock noise which may pass through from the LTC1062.

Both the LTC1051 and LTC1062 require a clean source of +/− 5 VDC.  The power lines to each IC
have series 10 ohm resistors, ferrite beads, and a shunt 10 µF capacitor to ground.

Use non−polarized, high−quality, low−leakage capacitors and 1% metal film resistors for maximum
performance.
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Overview of the Microwave Solutions MDU1100 X−band Doppler integrated motion detector unit.

The four little squares are the transmit and receive antennas.

The connections along the bottom are, from left−to−right: IF output, ground, and +5 VDC.  The
current draw is around 50 mA.

Detection range can be significantly increased by replacing this module with a Gunnplexer from a
high−power X−band Doppler speed radar.
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Setting the 3 dB corner frequency for the LTC1062 low−pass filter.

The LTC1062 contains an integrated divide−by−100 counter to determine the cut−off
frequency.  This means the "Cosc" frequency at pin−5 of the LTC1062 should be 100 times the
required 3 dB corner frequency.

In the above photo, the frequency at pin−5 of the LTC1062 is 594.5 Hz with a 6,800 pF polystyrene
capacitor installed.  This gives a final 3 dB corner frequency of around 5.9 Hz.

Be sure to use a low−leakage and temperature stable capacitor in this timing application.
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Overview of the DATAQ Instruments DI−194 data acquistion board.

Using the WinDAQ software.

This is an example of detected chest wall motion caused by the act of breathing.

At frequencies this low, it is best to detect the number of "events" in order to determine if you've
received a true signal.

If you detect, say a peak of around 18 and 80 "events" per minute, it's safe to assume you've
located a live human being.  Those 18 and 80 events in a one minute time frame correspond to the
average respiration and heart rate for a healthly adult human.

The heart beat will appear as a series of sharp "spikes" riding on the slow rising respiration
signal.  Separating those two signals using only common hardware and components is still
something I'm working on.  This may be a better job for some DSP or software wiz...

There is a schematic for an optional (and untested) signal splitter at the end of this article.  This is a
low−pass/high−pass filter centered at 0.5 Hz which can be used to break the two signals apart for
further processing.
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2nd European Symposium on Non−Lethal Weapons

May 13−14, 2003 in Ettlingen, Germany.
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Rate Effects in Isolated Hearts Induced by Microwave Irradiation

By James L. Lords, Carl H. Durney, Alan M. Borg, and Charles E. Tinney.
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Bonus

See the Jew: Stan Sinberg

The October 2010 issue of MAD Magazine had a cartoon entitled "Tea−Bagger Proof that Obama is
a Terrorist/Socialist" which I guess was meant to attack the Tea Party movement.  It consisted of
your standard unoriginal toliet humor, but the scary part is this magazine is aimed mainly toward
adolescents.  This is a good example of how Jews use their control of popular culture to attack the
political foundations and traditions of this country.

Note that Obama was a member of the "New Party," a creation of the DSA while in Chicago.  One
guess what the "S" in DSA stands for?  Hint:  You'll have to check the Archive.org version of the
New Party website as it was scrubbed (change!) after Obama was
elected.  (classic−web.archive.org/web/20010306031216/www.newparty.org/up9610.html)
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End of Issue #85

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Before the 2008 election, the "rumour and myth debunking" website Snopes.com, reported that
Barry Soetoro (a.k.a. Barack Hussein Obama) was born at the Queen's Medical Center in Honolulu,
Hawaii.  Of course, this was quickly censored as the liberal media was desperately trying to prop up
their Muslim Messiah by saying he was now born at the Kapi'olani Hospital!

Nothing like a little bit of "change."  LOL!

We also now know Snopes receives funding from several of those George Soros (Jew) money
laundering, err..., anti−Western, anti−White, open−borders, left−wing "philanthropist" organizations.

Snopes should be regarded as a just another tool for spreading propaganda.
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And if you think that was just a fluke, in this November 4, 2008 UPI report, they also list Barry
Soetoro as being born at the Queen's Medical Center in Hawaii on August 4, 1961.

The original story link was at:
www.upi.com/Top_News/2008/11/04/Sen−Barack−Obama−Democrat−of−Illinois/UPI−33901225647000
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Record military deaths in Afghanistan and now a new war in Libya... and this
worthless fucking nigger only cares about his shiny phone?

Obama Disappointed With Lack of 'Cool' Phone in Oval Office

April 14, 2011 − From: www.foxnews.com

WASHINGTON −− Turns out President Obama would like a phone upgrade.

The president, in an unscripted moment with donors in Chicago, was talking about the need to
innovate in technology.

"The Oval Office, I always thought I was going to have really cool phones and stuff," he said
during a small fundraising event at a Chicago restaurant.  "I'm like, c'mon guys, I'm the
president of the United States.  Where's the fancy buttons and stuff and the big screen
comes up?  It doesn't happen."

The president made his off−the−cuff remarks with donors as he took questions and after reporters
had been ushered out of the event.  But the question and answer session was piped back to
Washington by mistake and into the press briefing area where a few reporters were still working
late.

Obama apparently was responding to a question about bottlenecks in technological innovation and
he used his White House experience as an example.

In response to another question, he used Thursday's visit to the White House by the emir of Qatar,
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, to make a point about the need for good job opportunities.

"I had the emir of Qatar come by the Oval Office today," Obama said.  "Pretty influential guy.  He is
a big booster, big promoter of democracy all throughout the Middle East.  Reform, reform,
reform.  ...  Now he himself is not reforming significantly.  There's no big move toward democracy in
Qatar.  But you know part of the reason is that the per capita income of Qatar is $145,000 a
year.  That will dampen a lot of conflict.

"I make this point only because if there is opportunity, if people feel their lives can get better, then a
lot of these problems get solved."

"I'z beez yo prez−e−dent!"
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See the Jew...

On April 15, 2011, Sarah Palin gave a Tea Party speech in Madison, Wisconsin.

There was a huge rally in support of her and Governor Scott Walker, but a handful of Commie nut
jobs did show up.

There was just one little problem...  There weren't enough nut jobs to fit the liberal media's agenda!

So what those filthy Jews at SeeB.S. did was interlace their "news" footage of Palin's speech with
one from an eariler pro−Kloppenburg (Jew) rally to artificially increase the number of "anti−Palin"
protesters!

Note the screenshot above, the protester's sign mentions the April 5, 2011 Wisconsin Supreme
Court election date!

Remember, there is NO liberal bias in the media!  LOL!  Change!
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See the Jew...

Note when doing stories on Obama's birth certificate, CNN always keeps displaying Obama's
"Certification of Live Birth," and not the more detailed "Certificate of Live Birth."

This is a textbook example of liberal/Jew propaganda in the mainstream media.  The Certification of
Live Birth is merely a record of someone being born − that's it.  The Certificate of Live Birth is record
of someone being born on U.S. soil at a hospital in Hawaii.

The "Certificate of Live Birth" Obama finally released shows his father as not being a U.S.
citizen.  This is important as your father needs to be a U.S. in order to "natural born," like what the
Constitution states.  Also, it lists Stanley Ann Dunham's age as only 18.  She came back to the U.S.
from Indonesia (where she was an Indonesian citizen) when she was 14.  This is also important, as
she would have to spend at least 5 years (be 19−years−old) in the U.S. before transferring her new
U.S. citizenship to her new born.  Obama can't legally be President!
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Do.  NOT.  Send.  Your.  Kids.  To.  Public.  School!

The Racist Propaganda Conference for Teachers

April 13, 2011 − From: www.americanthinker.com

by Charlotte Cushman

From April 13, to April 16, the Lakeville school district in Minnesota is sending its teachers to the
12th annual "White Privilege Conference."  Yes, it is as bad as it sounds.  To quote the article: "The
conference is `built on the premise that the U.S was started by white people, for white people.'  Its
mission is to get participants to confront their biases in a `journey in understanding white
supremacy, whiteness, privilege, power and oppression.' And to agree to take action in (their) own
circle of power.'"  At workshops participants will "discuss how white privilege, white supremacy, and
oppression affects daily life."

This seems pretty straightforward.  The premise is that all white people are bad.  I wonder why this
isn't called the "Racist Propaganda Conference" instead.  Of course, they would never admit that
that is what they are doing.  Leftists never do.  They would just claim that they are just trying to
make people aware of "differences."  These people are not innocent of political indoctrination
either.  The keynote speaker at the 2009 conference said, that we must look beyond our `declining
empire' to `exciting progressive developments' in Hugo Chavez's Venezuela −− among them, `land
reform and redistribution of wealth, neighborhood committees, recognition of women's unpaid labor,
end of spanking.'"

Isn't it comforting to know that your hard earned tax money is being used to sponsor the promotion
of Socialism amongst the very people who stand before your child and influence him day after
day?  Children look up to their teachers, they think teachers know everything, even more than their
parents.  And children aren't stupid.  The children who have white skin will eventually catch on.  For
all the promotion of self−esteem these days, what kind of effect do you think this will have on your
child when he gets the message that his mind doesn't matter−but his skin color does?  Don't think
this kind of propaganda doesn't come back to the classroom.  It does.

See the Jew...

That's Paul Kivel, the Jew behind the "White Privilege Conference"
(www.whiteprivilegeconference.com) which your hard−earned tax dollars are funding teachers to
attend.  And it gets even sicker...

Ole' Pauly has an article on his website entitled "I'm Not White, I'm Jewish: Standing as Jews in the
Fight for Racial Justice." (www.paulkivel.com/articles/imnotwhiteimjewish.pdf)

I wonder if Pauly will be taking any of that "racial justice" to Israel and supporting Gentiles in their
next Prime Minister election?  Don't count on it...
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Here's a perfect example of how the liberal media covers for the Obama
Administration...

Shortly after this story was released, which again proves Obama's father was NOT a
U.S. citizen, it was quickly censored from the Arizona Independent website.  Change!

EXCLUSIVE: Dad's Immigration File Offers More Evidence Of Obama's Birthplace

April 26, 2011 − From: az−independent.com

by Heather Smathers

Documents obtained from the United States Citizenship and Immigration Service through a
Freedom of Information Act request offer evidence that President Barack Obama was born in
Hawaii.

A memo dated Aug. 31, 1961 from William Wood of Immigration and Naturalization Services
indicates that Barack Obama, Sr., was attending the University of Hawaii on a student visa and that
a son, Barack Obama, II, was born in Honolulu on Aug, 8, 1961.

The memo refers to Obama Sr.'s plans to attend the University of Hawaii for one more year to
obtain his bachelor's degree in economics, and that his spouse, a United States citizen, plans to
work at the university.

"They have one child born Honolulu on 8/4/1961 − Barack Obama II, child living with mother (she
lives with her parents & subject resides at 1482 Alisteastre St.)," the memo states.  Documents also
show that Obama, Sr. entered the country in 1959, and received several extensions to his visa prior
to being denied in July, 1964.

A memo from Lyle H. Dahlim of the INS, written in April, 1961, says the agency "recommend(s) that
Subject be closely questioned before another extension is granted − and denial be considered.  If
his USC (United States Citizen) wife tries to petition for him make sure an investigation is conducted
as to the bona−fide of the marriage."  The wife is Stanley Ann Dunham, the President's mother, who
married Obama, Sr., in February, 1961.

The documents also show that the CIS investigated the elder Obama as a polygamist, having a wife
in Kenya and a "wife and child in Honolulu."  Dahlim's memo adds that "Polygamy is not an
excludable or deportation charge as Subject is a non−immigrant."

Documents show that Obama, Sr. was denied an extension on his student visa in July, 1964, in part
because Harvard University, where Obama, Sr., was a Ph.D. candidate, sought his
removal.  Obama Sr. eventually left the United States willingly after becoming an illegal alien for
remaining in the country past the expiration of his visa.

An INS investigator, M.F. McKeon, wrote "They (Harvard officials) weren't very impressed with him
and asked us to hold up action on his application until they decided what action they could take in
order to get rid of him.  They were apparently having difficulty with his financial arrangements and
couldn't seem to figure out how many wives he had."

Documents show that Harvard officials considered Obama, Sr. to be a "slippery character," and
conspired with the INS to have him deported.  Inquiries with the White House were not immediately
returned.
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The revelation of the handwritten memo mentioning the President's birth comes as lawmakers
across the country grapple with so−called "birther" bills, with Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer vetoing
proposed legislation requiring all candidates for any office to produce a birth certificate prior to their
name appearing on the ballot.  Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal, however, has said he will sign a similar
bill.

Original Article Screenshots
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That article has since been deleted!

(www2.az−independent.com/2011/04/26/independent−exclusive−dads−immigration−file−offers−more−
evidence−of−obamas−birthplace)

Hope!

Change!

LOL!
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